we may see, in the first place, that in the recent notation this function is algebraically a pure imaginary, or vector form, which may be constructed geometrically in this theory by a straight line having length and direction in space; because the three symbols ~, d, d ~ are supposed to be themselves such vector forms, or to admit of being constructed by three such lines; while S. d a" and S. ~,r~ are~ in the same notation, two scalar forms, and denote some two real numbers, positive, negative, or zero. We may therefore equate the proposed function (1.) to a new snmll Greek letter, accented or unaccented, for example to d", writing Multiplying this equation by ¢d, and taking the scalar parts of the two members of the product, that is, operating on it by the characteristic S. d l; and observing that, hy the properties of scalars,
S. dt ~S. d d t = S. dr ~. S. d d r =S. dr d. S. dl~__ -S. dl d S. dt ~, in which the notation S.d t~ S. dd I is an abridgement for S (d r ~ S. d de), and the notation S. d t ~z. S. d d t is abridged from (S. dry). (S.
), while S. dd I is a symbol equivalent to S (rid1), and also, by article 20, to S (did), or to S. did, although ~td ! and d r d are not themselves equivalent symbols; we are conducted to the equation a result which, when compared with the general equation of coplanaritj assigned in the same preceding article, shows that the new vector a r" is coplanar with the two other given vectors, a and d; it is therefore perpendicular to tire vector of their product, V. a d, which is perpendicular to both those given vectors. We have therefore two known vectors, namely V. a d and d r, to both of which the sought vector ~rtt iS perpendieular; it is therefore parallel to, or coaxal with, the vector of the product of the two known vectors last mentioned, or is equal to this vector of their produe b multiplied by some scalar coefficient x; so that we may write the transformed expression,
And because the function a r" is, by the equation (2.)~ homogeneous of the dimension unity with respect to each separately of the three vectors a, ar a, while the function V (V. a d. a') is likewise homogeneous of the same dimension with respect to each of those three vectors, we see that the scalar coefficient x must be either an entirely constant number, or else a homogeneous function of the dimension zero, with respect to each of the same three vectors; we may therefore assign to these vectors any arbitrary lengths which may most facilitate the determination of this scalar coefficient x. Again~ the two expressions (2.) and (5.) both vanish if atr be perpendicular to the plane of ~ and ~r; in order therefore to determine x, we are permitted to suppose that a, in which tile three vectors V. ~" a, V. a rt a r, V. a a r are eoaxal, being each perpendicular to the common plane of the three vectors a, a t, art; they bear therefore scalar ratios to each other, and are proportional (by the last article) to the areas of the parallelograms under thethree pairs of unit-vectors, a" and ,, a" and a r, and ~ and a t, respectively; that is, to the silles of the angles a, a t, and a t --a, if a be tile rotation from a rt to a~ and a t tile rotation fi'om ," to a t, in the common plane of these three vectors. At the same time we have (by the principles of the same article) the expressions:
--S.a rlc~--cosa; S.a flar--~cosa t;
so that the equation (9.) reduces itself to the following very simple form, x sin (a t --a) = sin a t cos a --sin a cos a t, .
(10.) and gives immediately x = 1 ......... (11.) Such then is the value of the coefficient x in the transformed expression (5.); and by comparing this expression with the proposed form (1.), we find that we may write, for any three vectors, ,, a I, ~', not necessarily subject to any conditions such as those of being equal in length and eoplanar in direction (since those conditions were not used in discovering the forl~ (5.), but only in determining the value (11.),) the following general transformation :
S. ~,' ~," --,,' S. ," ~, = ¥ (V.. at. ~") ; (t2.)
which will be found to have extensive applications. 23. But although it is possible thus to employ geometrical considerations, in order to suggest and even to demonstrate the validity of many general transtbrmations, yet it is always desirable to know how to obtain the same symbolic results, from the la~s of combination of the s~mbols: nor ought the calculus ofqualernions to be regarded as complete, till all such equivalences offorn~ can be deduced fi'om such symbolic laws, by the fewest and simplest principles. In the example of the tbregoing article, the symbolic transformation may be efli~cted in the following way. When a scalar tbrm is multiplied by a vector form9 or a vector by a scalar, the product is a vector form ; and the sum or difference of two such vector forms is itself a vector form ; theretbre the expression (1.) of the last article is a vector tbrm, and may be equated as such to a small Greek letter; or iu other words, the equation (2.) is allowed. But every vector form is equal to its own vector part, or undergoes no change of signification when it is operated on by the characteristic V; ) r that is, we are conducted by this purely symbolical process, fi'om laws of combination previously established, to the transformed expression (12.) of the last article.
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24. A relation of the form (4.), art. 22, that is an equation between the two ternary products of three vectors taken in two di~erent and opposite orders, or an evanescence of the scalar part of such a ternary product, may (and in fact does) present itself in several researches; and although we know, by art. 21, the geometrical interpretation of such a symbolic relation between three vector forms, namely that it is the condition of their representing three coplanar lines, which interpretation may suggest a transformation of one of them, as a linear function with scalar coeffcients, of the two other vectors, because any one straight line in any given plane may be treated as the Downloaded by [University of California Santa Barbara] at 20:05 21 June 2016 diagonal of a parallelogram of which two adjacent sides have any two given directions in the same given plane; yet it is desirable, for the reason mentioned at the beginning of the last article, to know how to obtain the same general transformation of the same symbolic relation, without having recourse to geometrical considerations.
Suppose then that any research has conducted to the relation, ) which is not in this theory an identity, and which it is required to transform. [We propose for convenience to commence from time to tinm a new numbering of the formulce, but shall take care to avoid all danger of confusion of reference, by naming, where it may be necessary, the article to which a fi)rmula belongs; and when no such reference to an article is made, the formula is to be understood to belong to the current series of formula% connected with the existing investiga- If then the scalar of the product a at a" be equal to zero, that is, if the condition (2.) or (l.) of the present article be satisfied, the product of the two vectors V.aa r and V.~la" is a scalar, and therefore the latter of these two vectors, or the opposite vector V.a"a f, is in general equal to the former vector ¥. a a t, multiplied by some scalar coefficient b; we may therefore write, under this condition (1.), the equation 
As the equation S. at a t a"
= 0 has been seen to express that the three vectors at ~d at" represent coplanar lines, or that any one of these three lines, for example the line represented by the vector a, is in the plane determined by the other two, when they diverge from a common origin; so, if we make for abridgement may easily be shown to express that the six vectors atatodtama~vat v are homoconic, or represent six edges of one cone of the second degree, if they be supposed to be all drawn from one common origin of vectors. For if we regard the five vectors ~lat"a"l~vav as given, and the remaining vector a as variable, then first the equation (2.) will give for the locus of this variable vector ~, some cone of the second degree; because, by the definitions (1.) of/3,/3 t,/3", if we change at to a a, a being any scalar, each of the two vectors/3 and/3" will also be multiplied by a, while/3 r will not be altered ; and therefore the function S./3/3t/3" will be multiplied by a ~-, that is by the square of the scalar a, by which the vector ~ is multiplied. In the next place, this is the equation of homoconidsm, or of unieonalit~j, expressing that, when it is satisfied, one common cone of the second degree passes through all the six vectors a ar dt arH £va~, and nabling us to deduce fi'om it all the properties of this common code.
26. The considerations employed in the foregoing article might leave a doubt whether no other cone of the same degree could pass through the same six vectors; to remove which doubt, by a method consistent with the spirit of the S. Jx~ S.,×------~=f,(t); S.;~.=f2(t); S.,~.=f3(t);. (6.) the forms of these three scalar functionsflf~f8 depending on the form of the vector function ¢, and on the three assumed vectors J x ~, and being connected with these and with each other by the relation ¢ (t) = ,£ (t) + ~f~ (t) + ~/~ (t) ..... (7.) Conceive t to be eliminated between the expressions for the two ratios of the three scalar functions flf~f~, and an equation of the tbrm . (10.) p, q, r being an), three whole numbers, positive or null, of which the sum is n; Ap, q.r being a scalar function of these three numbers ; and the summation indicated by £ extending to all their systems of values consistent with the last-mentioned conditions, which may be written thus :--sin p~r = sin q~r = sin ra = 0;-~ T~O, q~O, r~O; ~.
(11.) p+q+r----n. When n = 2, these conditions can be satisfied only by six systems of values ofT, q, r ; therefore, in this case, there enter only six coefficients A into the equation (10.); consequently five scalar ratios of these six coefficients are sufficient to particularize a cone of the second degree; and these can in general be found, by ordinary elimination between five equations of the first degree, when five particular vectors are given, such as d, dr, =,1, a~v, =~, through which the cone is to pass, or which its surface must contain upon it. Hence, as indeed is known from other considerations, it is in general a determined problem to find the particular cone of the second degree which contains on its surface five given straight lines : and the general solution of this problem is contained in the equation of homoconieism, assigned in the preceding article. The proof there given that the six vectors a.. a v are homoconic, when the), satist} that equation, does not involve any property of cmlic sections, nor even any property of the circle: on the contrary, that equation having once been established, by the proof just now referred to, might be used as the basis of a complete theory of conic sections, and of cones of the second degree.
27. To justify this assertion, without at present attempting to effect the actual development of such a theory, it may be sufficient to deduce fi'om the equation of homoeonicism assigned in article 25, that great and fertile property of the circle, or of the cone with circular base, which was discovered by the genius of Pascal. And this deduction is easy; for the three Downloaded by [University of California Santa Barbara] at 20:05 21 June 2016 auxiliary vectors/3,/3 t,/3", introduced in the equations (1.) of the 25th article, are evidently, by the principles stated in other recent articles of this paper, the respective lines of intersection of three pairs of planes, as follows :~The planes of ~e ~t and ~,t~ intersect in /3; those of ~t~tt and a~vav in/bt; and those ofa"~ m and ~v~ in/3"; and the form (2.), art. .~OME time ago I t led to show that the shining of phosk.J phorus in atmospheric air is intimately connected with the fbrmation of that highly oxidizing agent I have called ozone. The correctness of that view is confirmed by the fact that phosphorus never becomes luminous if the production of ozone be prevented, or that luminous phosphorus grows dark if the ozone be removed. It is well-known that phosphorus remains clark at low temperatures, and I have ascertained that under these circumstances no ozone is produced; my experiments have further shown that phosphorus still shines in ozonized air at a temperature at which in pure air phosphorus exhibits not the slightest emission of light. According to the results of my former researches, ozone is formed during electrical discharges taking place in atmospheric air, the electrolysis of water and the action exerted by phosphorus upon moist mixtures of oxygen, and nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, oxygen and carbonic acid gas.
These facts taken together led me to suspect that phosphorus might become luminous in atmospheric air within which electrical discharges had been effected, at a temperature at which phosphorus does not shine in common air. How far that conjecture is well-founded will appear from the ?acts I am going to state.
1. If, at a temperature of cA° to 5 ° I~. below zero, a piece of phosphorus, about an inch long, and having a clean surthce, * Communicated by the Chemical Society; having been read March ~
1846.
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